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We provide a simple and direct proof of the completeness of the space of
C-valued integrable functions with respect to a vector measure taking its values in
a complex Frechet space. A similar result is established via a quite differentÂ
.argument for closed measures taking their values in more general sequentially
complete, locally convex Hausdorff spaces over C. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space briefly, lcHs and n : S ª X
 .be a countably additive vector measure, where S is a s-algebra of
1 .subsets of some nonempty set V. Associated with n is the lcHs L n , X
 .of equivalence classes of n-integrable functions f : V ª K, equipped with
the topology of convergence in mean. Here K denotes the scalar field i.e.,
.either the real numbers R or the complex numbers C over which X is a
1 .vector space. In the case when K s R the space L n , X was intensively
w xstudied in 2 . From the point of view of analysis it is most important to be
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1 .able to decide when L n , X is topologically complete. Under mild com-
 . wpleteness assumptions on X still with K s R , it is shown in 2, Chap. IV,
x 1 .Theorem 4.1 that L n , X is complete iff n is a so-called closed vector
measure. An examination of the proof of this theorem shows that argu-
 w x.ment which relies, in particular, on 2, Chap. III, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 is
strongly dependent on the fact that K s R, and it is unclear how to
``mimick this argument'' in the case of K s C. Yet, there is an extensive
literature on vector measures in complex spaces X where, in most cases, it
is simply taken for granted that the completeness results which are known
1 .for L n , X over R ``carry over'' to K s C. It is certainly true and known
1 . that many of the classical facts available for L n , X over R with X
. w xsequentially complete as presented in 2 , such as the usual limit theo-
1 .  1 .rems, various lattice properties of L n , X e.g., f g L n , X implies
< < 1 . < < 1 . 1 ..f g L n , X and f F g with 0 F g g L n , X implies f g L n , X ,
the fact that all bounded S-measurable functions are n-integrable, and so
w xon, carry over to the case K s C; see 3, 4 , for example. However, perhaps
somewhat surprisingly, there does not seem to be available an explicit
1 .proof in the literature of the completeness of L n , X when X is a
 .suitable complex lcHs.
For the case when X is a complex Frechet space admitting a continuousÂ
 .norm which includes all Banach spaces , a simple and direct proof
 . w xavoiding closed measures is given in 7 ; the argument there relies on the
existence of Rybakov functionals. Unfortunately, such functionals do not
w xalways exist 1 . The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we wish to provide a
1 .direct proof of the completeness of L n , X for arbitrary complex FrechetÂ
spaces; see Theorem 1. This is achieved by using a suitable diagonalization
procedure and applying a complex version of Levi's theorem for vector
measures. Second, we wish to extend the previously mentioned complete-
 .ness result when K s R to complex spaces X, that is, under mild
1 .completeness assumptions on X the space L n , X is complete iff n is a
closed measure; see Theorem 2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let X be a lcHs over K and let P X denote the family of all
continuous seminorms on X. The space of all continuous linear function-
als x9: X ª K is denoted by X 9. Let n : S ª X be a vector measure
defined on a s-algebra of subsets S of a nonempty set V; this will always
 .mean that n is countably additi¨ e on S. For each q g P X the q-semi-
 . w .¨ariation of n is the set function q n : S ª 0, ` defined by
< : < Tq n A [ sup n , x9 A : x9 g U , A g S , .  .  . 4q
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< : <where n , x9 is the total variation measure of the scalar measure
 :  :   . :n , x9 : S ª K, defined by n , x9 : A ¬ n A , x9 , for each x9 g X 9
T  < : < 4and A g S, and U [ x9 g X 9: x, x9 F 1 for all x g U is the polarq q
  . 4  . .set of U [ x g X : q x F 1 . A set A g S is called n-null if q n A s 0q
 .for all q g P X .
A K-valued, S-measurable function f on V is called n-integrable see
w x. 1 :.2, 3 if f g L n , x9 for all x9 g X 9, and if for each A g S there is a
 .  :vector H f dn g X necessarily unique satisfying H f dn , x9 sA A
 :H f d n , x9 for all x9 g X 9. In this case the Orlicz]Pettis theorem impliesA
that n : S ª X defined by A ¬ H f dn is again a vector measure on S.f A
Two S-measurable functions f and g on V are identified if they are equal
  .  .4 1 .n-a.e., that is, if v g V: f v / g v is a n-null set. The space L n , X
 .of all equivalence classes of n-integrable functions becomes a lcHs when
 .equipped with the topology t n determined by the seminorms
q n : f ¬ q n V .  .  .Ä f
< < < : < T 1s sup f d n , x9 : x9 g U , f g L n , X , .H q 5
V
 .as q varies in P X . An equivalent family of seminorms is given by
q n : f ¬ sup q f dn : A g S , f g L1 n , X , .  .Ã H 5 /A
 .  .as q varies in P X . In fact, for each q g P X we have
q n f F q n f F a q n f , f g L1 n , X , .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ä Ã
w x w xwhere a s 2 if K s R 2, Chap. II and a s 4 if K s C 3 .
 .  . w xFor K s R parts i ] iv of the following result can be found in 2 and
w xfor K s C the result can be found in 3, 4 .
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a sequentially complete lcHs o¨er K and let
n : S ª X be a ¨ector measure.
 .i E¨ery bounded, S-measurable function f : V ª K is n-integrable.
 . < <ii A S-measurable function f : V ª K is n-integrable iff f is
n-integrable.
 .iii If 0 F g is n-integrable, then e¨ery S-measurable function f :
< <V ª K satisfying f F g, n-a.e., is n-integrable.
 .iv The dominated con¨ergence theorem holds, meaning if f : V ª K,n
for n g N, is a sequence of n-integrable functions con¨erging n-a.e. to
< < 1 .f : V ª K and f F g, for n g N and some 0 F g g L n , X , then f isn
 . 1 .n-integrable and f ª f in the topology t n of L n , X .n
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 .v If K s C, then a S-measurable function f : V ª K is n-integrable
 .  .iff its complex conjugate f is n-integrable iff both Re f and Im f are
n-integrable.
Suppose now that X is a lcHs over C. Let X denote X considered as aR
vector space over R, in which case X is a real vector space. Since eachR
 .q g P X is also a seminorm on X , we define a lcHs-topology in X asR R
 .  .that generated by the seminorms from P X . Given q g P X , we
denote it by q when we wish to indicate that it is to be considered as aR
 .continuous seminorm on X . Hence, p g P X iff p s q for someR R R
 .  .q g P X . If h g X 9, then it is easily checked that h : X ª C definedR C
by
 :  :h : x ¬ x , h y i ix , h , x g X , 1 .C
is an element of X 9. Moreover, if j g X 9 and j : X ª R and j :R R I
X ª R are defined byR
 :  :j : x ¬ Re x , j and j : x ¬ Im x , j , x g X , .  .R I R
 .  .  .then both j , j g X 9 and j x s yj ix for all x g X . Of course,R I R I R R
 :  :  :x , j s x , j q i x , j , x g X . 2 .R I
 .Given q g P X , observe that U s U as subsets of X, but the polarsq qR
are given by
T < : <U s h g X 9: x , h F 1 for all x g U 3.1 .  . 4q R qR R
and
T < : <U s j g X 9: x , j F 1 for all x g U . 3.2 . 4q q
The connection between UT and UT is given by the following result.q qR
 .LEMMA 1. Let X be a lcHs o¨er C and q g P X .
 . T Ti If h g U , then h g 2U .q C qR
 . T Tii If j g U , then both j , j g U .q R I qR
 .  .  .  .Proof. i If x g X satisfies q x F 1, then also q ix [ q ix sR R R
< <  . < : < < : <  .i q x F 1. Then both x, h F 1 and ix, h F 1 and so 1 implies that
< : <  .  .x, h F 2. Since q x F 1 iff q x F 1 the desired conclusion follows.C R
 .  .  .ii If x g X satisfies q x F 1, then q x F 1. Hence, bothR
< : < < : < < : < < : <x, j F x, j F 1 and x, j F x, j F 1 and the conclusion fol-R I
lows.
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Given a vector measure n : S ª X, let n : S ª X denote n consideredR R
 .as taking its values in X . Since each p g P X is of the form q forR R R
 .some q g P X , it is clear that n is countably additive. Moreover, ifR
 :  :j g X 9, then we can write the complex measure n , j s n , j qR R
 :  :  :i n , j , where both n , j and n , j are R-valued signed mea-R I R R R I
sures.
LEMMA 2. Let X be a complex lcHs and let n : S ª X be a ¨ector
 .  .measure. If f : V ª C is a n-integrable function, then both Re f and Im f
 :  .are n , h -integrable for all h g X 9, that is,R R
< < < : < < < < : <Re f d n , h - ` and Im f d n , h - `. .  .H HR R
V V
 .Proof. Observe that Re f is n-integrable by Proposition 1. Fix h g
 .X 9. Then h g X 9 andR C
 :  :  :n , h E s Re n E , h s n E , h , E g S. 4 .  .  .  .  . .R C C R
< : . < <  . : <It follows that n , h E F n E , h and hence thatR C
< : < < : <n , h E F n , h E , E g S. .  .R C
Accordingly,
< < < : < < < < : <Re f d n , h F f d n , h - `. .H HR C
V V
 . 1 :.A similar argument shows that also Im f g L n , h for each h gR
 .X 9.R
1 .We end this section with Levi's theorem for L n , X in complex spaces
X. It is well known for vector measures n with values in a real lcHs and
w xR-valued, n-integrable functions, 2, Chap. II, Theorem 4.1 .
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a sequentially complete lcHs o¨er C and let n :
 .S ª X be a ¨ector measure. Let g be a sequence of n-integrable functionsn n
`  .such that the series  H h dn is con¨ergent in X whene¨er h is ans1 V n n n
< < < <sequence of S-measurable functions satisfying h F g for n g N. Thenn n
`  . `  .the series  g con¨erges pointwise n-a.e. Moreo¨er, if g v [  g vns1 n ns1 n
for n-a.e. v g V, then g is n-integrable and H g dn s ` H g dn for eachA ns1 A n
A g S.
 .  .Proof. Fix j g X 9. Denote by E, V _ E and F, V _ F a Hahn de-
 :composition of V with respect to the signed measures n , j andR R
 :n , j , respectively. Note that E and F depend on j and that theR I
 : <  : <restrictions satisfy n , j G 0 and n , j F 0; similarly forE V _ ER R R R
 : 1 . < < 1 .n , j . If f g L n , X , then also f g L n , X ; see Proposition 1.R I
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Moreover,
< < < : < < < < <  :f d n , j F f x y f x d n , j .H H E V _ E R R
V V
< < < <  :q f x y f x d n , j . 5 . .H F V _ F R I
V
 < < < < .  < < < < .Observe that both f x y f x and f x y f x are n-inte-E V _ E F V _ F
 .  < < < < .grable by Proposition 1 and so Lemma 2 implies that f x y f xE V _ E
1 :.  < < < < . 1 :.g L n , j and f x y f x g L n , j .R R F V _ F R I
< < < < < < < <Let h s g x y g x for each n g N. Then g s h and so,n n E n V _ E n n
` `  :by hypothesis,  H h dn is convergent in X. Hence,  H h d n , jns1 V n ns1 V n
 .is also convergent in C and so, in particular,
` `
< < < <  :  :g x y g x d n , j s Re h d n , j . H Hn E n V _ E R R n /V Vns1 ns1
converges in R. By a similar argument, the series
`
< < < <  :g x y g x d n , j . H n F n V _ F R I
Vns1
 .  .is convergent in R . It then follows from 5 that
` `
< < < : < < < < <  :g d n , j F g x y g x d n , j . H Hn n E n V _ E R R
V Vns1 ns1
`
< < < <  :q g x y g x d n , j 6 . . H n F n V _ F R I
Vns1
 . ` < < < : <and so the nonnegative series  H g d n , j is absolutely conver-ns1 V n
w xgent. By the classical Levi convergence theorem 8, Theorem 1.38 , the set
`  .N of points v g V such that  g v fails to converge in C is ans1 n
< : <n , j -null set. Since this is the case for every j g X 9, it follows that N is
a n-null set. So, the function g s ` g is defined n-a.e. on V. More-ns1 n
 . 1 :.over, it is clear from 6 that g g L n , j for every j g X 9. By writing
 :  : <  : <n , j s n , j q n , jE V _ ER R R R
 : <  : <q i n , j q n , j .F V _ FR I R I
for each j g X 9, and also
q y q y
g s Re g y Re g q i Im g y Im g , n g N, .  .  .  . .n n n n n
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and applying the classical Levi theorem to the four nonnegative measures
involved, it can be checked that
`
 :  :g d n , j s g d n , j , A g S , j g X 9. 7 . H Hn
A Ans1
By hypothesis, the series ` H g dn s ` H x g dn converges in Xns1 A n ns1 V A n
 .for each A g S. It then follows from 7 that the vector H g dn [A
`  :  : H g dn satisfies H g dn , j s H g d n , j for all j g X 9. Accord-ns1 A n A A
ingly, g is n-integrable.
Â3. COMPLEX FRECHET SPACES
The aim of this section is to give a direct proof of the completeness of
1 .L n , X in the case when X is a complex Frechet space.Â
THEOREM 1. Let X be a complex Frechet space and let n : S ª X be aÂ
1 .  . 1 .¨ector measure. Then L n , X is t n -complete. In particular, L n , X is
a Frechet space.Â
 .Proof. Take an increasing sequence q of continuous seminormsn n
  ..generating the topology of X, in which case q n is an increasingÄn n
 .  .sequence of seminorms determining the topology t n . Let f :n n
1 .  1..  .L n , X be a Cauchy sequence. There exists a subsequence f of fn n n n
 . 1. 1.. yn  1..such that q n f y f - 2 for n G 1. As f is a CauchyÄ1 nq1 n n n
1 .  2..  1..sequence in L n , X , there exists a subsequence f of f suchn n n n
 . 2. 2.. ynthat q n f y f - 2 for n G 1. Suppose we have already ob-Ä2 nq1 n
 ky1..tained the sequence f . Repeating the previous process, there is an n
 k ..  ky1..  . k . k . . y ny1.subsequence f of f such that q n f y f - 2Än n n n k n ny1
for n G 2. By the triangle inequality, it follows that
q n f k . y f k . - 2y py1. , r ) p G 1 and k g N. 8 .  .Ä  .k r p
 n..Now consider the diagonal sequence f and take into account thatn n
 n..  k ..  .f is a subsequence of f for every k g N, together with 8 ton n n n
 . observe the following fact: for every k g N and n G k q 1 , we have for
 ..certain r ) p G n y 1 that
q n f n. y f ny1. s q n f k . y f k . - 2y py1. - 2y ny2. . 9 .  .  .Ä Ä .  .k n ny1 k r p
 . 1.Define a telescoping sequence g by putting g [ f and g [n n 1 1 n
f n. y f ny1. for all n G 2, in which case n g s f n.. First, we show thatn ny1 js1 j n
` 1 .the series g s  g defines an element of L n , X . By Proposition 2 itjs1 j
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suffices to show that ` H h dn converges in X for every sequencens1 V n
 . 1 . < < < <h : L n , X satisfying h F g for n g N. In fact, we show that then n n n
series of integrals is actually absolutely convergent. Fix k g N. By using
  ..  .the system of equivalent seminorms q n and 9 , we have, for everyÃn n
m ) k, that
m
q h dn Hk n /
Vns1
m m
< < < <F q n h F q n g .  . .  .Ã Ä k n k n
ns1 ns1
k m
n. ny1.< < < <s q n g q q n f y f .  . .Ä Ä  . k n k n ny1
ns1 nskq1
k m k
y ny2. yky2.< < < <F q n g q 2 - 2 q q n g . .  . .  .Ä Ä  k n k n
ns1 nskq1 ns1
Hence, the series ` H h dn is absolutely convergent in X and itns1 V n
1 .follows that g g L n , X .
1 .To show that f ª g in L n , X , it suffices to show that the subse-n
n. 1 .quence f ª g in L n , X . So, fix k g N. Then for n ) k we haven
q n g y f n. .Ä  .k n
` `
 j.  jy1.F q n g s q n f y f .  .  .Ä Ä  . k j k j jy1
jsnq1 jsnq1
`
y jy2. yny2.- 2 - 2 ,
jsnq1
 . n..which shows that q n g y f ª 0 as n ª `. Since k g N is arbitraryÄk n
n. 1 .we have f ª g in L n , X and the proof is complete.n
4. COMPLEX SEQUENTIALLY COMPLETE SPACES
Let X be a lcHs over K and let n : S ª X be a vector measure. Two
sets E, F g S are called n-equi¨ alent if their symmetric difference E^ F
 .  .s E _ F j F _ E is a n-null set. This is an equivalence relation on S;
 .the space of all cosets is denoted by S n . The continuous seminorms from
1 .  .L n , X induce a topology and uniform structure on S n via the family
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  .4of pseudometrics d : q g P X given byq
w x w xd E , F [ q n x y x .  . . Äq E F
w x w xs q n E^ F , E , F g S n , 10 .  .  .  .
 . .  . < <. 1 .where we use the facts that q n f s q n f for each f g L n , X andÄ Ä
< <x y x s x for each E, F g S. The vector measure n is calledE F E ^ F
 .  .closed if the uniform space S n is complete. It is clear from 10 that this
 4  . 1 .is equivalent with x : A g S being a t n -complete subset of L n , X .A
For the case when K s R this coincides with the definition of closedness
w xgiven in 2, Chap. IV . The aim of this section is to establish the following
result which, in the case when X is a Frechet space, provides anotherÂ
 . 1 .different and more elaborate proof of the completeness of L n , X .
THEOREM 2. Let X be a sequentially complete lcHs o¨er C and let n :
1 .S ª X be a ¨ector measure. Then L n , X is complete iff n is a closed
measure.
The proof will require some preliminary lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Let X be a complex lcHs, let n : S ª X be a ¨ector measure,
and let f : V ª R be a S-measurable function. Then f is n-integrable iff f is
n -integrable and H f dn s H f dn for all A g S.R A A R
Proof. Suppose that f is n-integrable. Lemma 2 ensures that f g
1 :.  .L n , h for every h g X 9. Fix A g S and define x g X to be theR R A R
 .  .vector x [ H f dn . If h g X 9, then by 4 and the fact that f isA A R
R-valued we have
 :  :  :f d n , h s f d n , h s Re f d n , h .H H HR R C R R C /A A A
 :s Re f dn , h s f dn , h s x , h .H HC A ;  ; /A A
By definition, this means that f is n -integrable.R
Conversely, suppose that f is n -integrable. If j g X 9, then it followsR
 . < : < . < : < . < : < .from 2 that n , j A F n , j A q n , j A for each A g S,R R R I
 .with both j , j g X 9. Accordingly,R I R
< < < : < < < < : < < < < : <f d n , j F f d n , j q f d n , j - `,H H HR R R I
V V V
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1 :.which shows that f g L n , j . Given A g S, define z g X by z [A A
 .  .H f dn . If j g X 9, then both j , j g X 9 and it follows from 2 againA R R I R
that
 :  :  :z , j s z , j q i z , jA A R A I
 :  :s f d n , j q i f d n , jH HR R R I
A A
 :s f d n , j .H
A
This establishes that f is n-integrable.
LEMMA 4. Let X be a complex lcHs, let n : S ª X be a ¨ector measure,
 .and let f : V ª R be a n-integrable s n -integrable function. ThenR
q n f F 2 q n f F 4q n f , q g P X . .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä ÄR R R R
 .Proof. Fix q g P X . We have seen before that
< : < < : <n , h A F n , h A , A g S , h g X 9. .  .  .R C R
Accordingly,
< < < : < Tq n f s sup f d n , h : h g U .  .Ä HR R R q 5R
V
< < < : < TF sup f d n , h : h g UH C q 5R
V
F 2 q n f , .  .Ä
 .  .  .where the last inequality follows from 3.1 , 3.2 , and Lemma 1 i . We
have also seen before that
< : < < : < < : <n , j A F n , j A q n , j A , A g S , j g X 9. .  .  .R R R I
Accordingly,
< < < : Tq n f s sup f d n , j : j g U .  .Ä H q 5
V
< < < : < < < < : < TF sup f d n , j q f d n , j : j g UH HR R R I q 5
V V
F 2 q n f , .  .ÄR R
 .  .  .where the last inequality follows from 3.1 , 3.2 , and Lemma 1 ii .
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wFor a complete lcHs X the following result can be found in 2, Chap.
x w xIV, Theorem 4.1 and for X quasicomplete we refer to 5, Prop. 1 . An
w xexamination of the argument in 5 shows that sequential completeness of
X actually suffices in that proof, and so the following is true.
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a sequentially complete lcHs o¨er R and let n :
1 .S ª X be a ¨ector measure. Then L n , X is complete iff n is a closed
measure.
We are now ready to establish the main result of this section.
1 .Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that L n , X is complete. As noted
before the closedness of n is equivalent to the completeness of x :A
4 1 .A g S in L n , X . But this is immediate from the completeness of
1 .  4  .L n , X and the fact that x : A g S is always a t n -closed subset ofA
1 . w xL n , X 6, Prop. 1 .
Conversely, suppose that n is a closed measure. By Lemma 4 we have
q n x y x F 2 q n x y x .  .  .  .Ä ÄR R E F E F
F 4q n x y x , E, F g S , .  .ÄR R E F
from which it is clear that n : S ª X is also a closed measure.R R
 . 1 .  .  .Let f : L n , X be Cauchy. Define g [ Re f and h [ Im fn n n n n n
for n g N, in which case each function g and h is n-integrable byn n
 .Proposition 1. Since the seminorms q n are monotone and absolute inÄ
1 .  . .  . < <.  . .  . .L n , X , meaning that q n w s q n w and q n u F q n ¨ for allÄ Ä Ä Ä
1 . 1 .w g L n , X and all u, ¨ g L n , X satisfying 0 F u F ¨ , we have
q n g y g F q n f y f , m , n g N, q g P X . .  .  .  .  .Ä Än m n m
 . 1 .Accordingly, the sequence of R-¨alued functions g : L n , X isn n
 .Cauchy. It follows from Lemma 4 that g is also a Cauchy sequence inn n
1 .  .L n , X . A similar argument shows that h is also a Cauchy se-R R n n
1 .quence in L n , X . By Proposition 3, after noting that X is alsoR R R
sequentially complete, it follows that there exist functions g, h g
1 . 1 .L n , X such that g ª g and h ª h in L n , X . By Lemma 3R R n n R R
1 . 1 .both g, h g L n , X and hence also f s g q ih g L n , X . By Lemma 4,
q n f y f s q n g y g q i h y h .  .  .  .  . .Ä Än n n
F q n g y g q q n h y h .  .  .  .Ä Än n
F 2 q n g y g q 2 q n h y h .  .  .  .Ä ÄR R n R R n
 .for each n g N and q g P X , from which it is clear that f ª f inn
1 .L n , X .
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